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DYNAMICAL SIMULATION OF 
A VIBRATING CRUSH MACHINE 

Part I 

DOSANH 
Hanoi Technology University 

§1. INTRODUTION 

In this paper dynamics of a vibrating crush machine is considered. The main subjected of 
the present work is to build a mechanical model of a vibrating equipement for crushing industrial 
materials. 

§2. Mj:i;CHANICAL MODEL 

Let us consider a vibrating crush machine composed of following parts: A platform is moved 
in a fixed horizontal plane. The platform can be regarded as a rigid body of mass m 0 and is driven 
by a rotating eccentric vibrator. The debalanc of mass m rotates uniformly at angular velocity w. 
A pestle of mass m2 moves on the vibrating platform and is put the inside of a motar of mass m 1 . 

The motar moves the inside of a cylinder rigidly connected the vibrating platform (fig. 1) .. 
The described system may be considered to represent a system of nine degrees of freedom. 

The generalized coordinates can be .chosen as follows: 

91 = x, 9z = y, q3 =a, q4 = s1, 9s = Pl, q6 = eb 
97 = sz, 98 = <pz, qg = az, 

where 
x, y- are the \coordinates of the mass centre of the Vibrating platform with .respect to a fixed 

system of axes Coxy, where C0 is the position of the mass centre of the vibrating platform at initial 
time. 

a ~·the angular coordinate of the vibrating platform with respect to an inertia reference system. 
Sl' S2- the distances from the mass centres of the vibrating respectively (sl = eel, 82 = CCz) 
p 1 - the angle between the straight line jointed two mass centres of the vibrating platform 

and the motar and the fixed axis C0 x. 
p 2 - the angle between the straight line jointed two mass centres of the pestle and of the motar 

and the fixed axis Cox. 
a1, a2 - the angular coordinates of the pestle and of the motar with respect to an inertia 

reference system respeitively. 
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1. The motor 

I 2. The pestle 

--+--3 

3. The vibrating 

platform 

4. The delalanc 

5. The cylinder 

6. The springs 

7. The dampers 

Fig. 1 

§3. DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

To write the equations of motion of the considered system we can apply the Lagrange's equa
tions of second kind [ 3j: 

where: 

d BT BT 
----- Q·+II.; 
dt 8q; 8q; - ' . 

Qi ~ are the generalixed forces of active forces. 

(3.1) 

R;. M the generalixed forces of reaction forces of constraints due to the connections in moving 
between---parts a·f the system. 

In view of the plane motion of every part of the system the expression- of their kinetic energy 
is calculated by the formulae: 

(3.2) 

where 
M, Jc • are the mass and the moment of inertia about the mass centre' of parts of the system 

respectively. 

Xc, Yc - the coordinates of their mass centres with respect to an inertia reference system. 
!1- the angular velocity of every part about the mass centre with respect to an inertia reference 

system. 

Then it is necessary to write the expression (3.2) for every part of the system, i.e. for the 
vibrator~ the rnotar, the pestle and the vibrating platform. 

For this aim we will express the coordinates of the mass centre of every part of the system in 
function of chosen generalized coordinates, 
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In the first let us write the expressions of the coordinates of the mass centre of the de balance 
in function of generalized coordinates x, y, (), St,·Pt, fJ1, s2, ip2, fJ2. We have: 

Xd = x + xocosfJ- Yo sinO+ e coswt, 

Yd = y + xo sin()- Yo cos(}+ e sinwt, 

where: x0 , Yo - are the coordinates of axis of rotation of the debalanc. Hence: 

:id ~X- Xo sin() e- Yo cosO ·e + ew coswt, 

iJd = iJ- Xo cos(} e - Yo sin(} e + ew sin wt. 

Let us write expression (3.2) for the debalanc. Taking sin 0 "' 0; cos e "' 1 and neglecting 
infinitesimals of higher orders than second one, the kinetic energy of th~ debalanc will have the 
form: 

1 2 2 1 2 "2 1 2 • • 
1To = 2mo(± + y ) + 2moe e + 2Jow + m 0 x0 y0- my0 x0-

- moewsin.wt X 7- moew coswt if+ moew(yo sinwt + x0 coswt)B. 

where e is the eccentricity of the debalanc (e = OG}, J0 - the moment of inertia of the debalanc 
about its mass centre. 

Denoting by xb Yt the coordinates of the mass centre of the motar, we have: 

Therefore: 

X1 = :i + 81 cos 'PI - St sin 1P1 <Pti 

iJ1 = iJ + 81 sin tp1 + s1 cos 1P1 <Pt; 

Writing the expression (3.2} for the motar, we obtain: 

T 1 ( -2 .z ·2 2 ·2 2 · · .2 · · · 1 = 2m1 X +y +s1 +s 1p 1 + COSipl XSl- StSlllipl Xipt+ 

2 . 2 • • 2 .. ) 1 J e"2 + St sm Pl Y81 + 8t cos /Pl YIP! +- 1 1' 
2 

where J1 is the moment of inertia of the motar about its mass centre. 
The coordinates of the masS centre of the pestle can be expressed in function of generalized 

coordinate as follows: 

X2 =:=X+ 81 cos IPl + 82 cos rp2 

Y2 = y + St sin lp1 + s2 sin p 2 

Differentiating with respect to time gives: 

x2 = X+ sl cos rpl - 51 sin PI <Pt + 82 cos rp2 - 82 sin P2 I.P2 

ih = iJ sin PI + St cos 1P1 <Pt + 82 sin <p2 + s2 cos rp2<P2 
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The kinetic energy of the peste will be now: 

r. 1 [•2 ·2 ·2 2·2 ·2 2·2 
2 = 2m2 x + y + s 1 + s 1 p 1 + s 2 + s2 cp2+ 

+ 2 cos Pt±St - 2st sin Pt X<Pt + 2 cos pzxSz - ~sz sin <pz±cj;z+ 

+ 2 sin PtYSt - 2s1 cos Ptilrj;t + 2 sin pzfiSz - 2sz sin Pzilt.Pz+ 

+ 2s, sin(102- ~?,);0>,82 + 2s,s2 cos(102 - l?t)PtP2). + ~J28~. 

where Jz is the moment of inertia of the motar about its mass centre. 
In the next let us concern to the kinetic energy of the vibrating platform, which has the form: 

where J is the moment of inertia of the vibrating platform about its.mass centre. 
At last, the kinetic of energy of the considered system will be: 

T=T0 +T,+T2+T3. 

which is expressed in function of generalized coordinates and generalized velocities as follows: 

1 ( ) . 2 1 ( . 2 1 ( 2) "2 T=zmo+m+m,+m2x + 2 mo+m+m1 +m2 )y +zJ+moe 8+ 

1 J e·2 1 J e·2 1 T 2 • a· . . . . + 2 1 1 + 2 2 2 + 2JoW - moyox + moxoyO- moewsmwt x+ 

+ m 0ew coswty + m0ew(y0 sinwt + xo coswt)e + ~(m1 + m2)si+ 

1 ( ) 2 . 2 1 2 . 2 1 ·2 ( . ) . . . + 2 ml + mz 81 (P! + 2m2s2<p2 + zm2s2 + ml·+ m2 sm Pl YB! ~ 

. - (m1 + m2) sin <p1s1Xcp1 + (m1 + m2) sin P1!i.S2 + m2 cos tp2X82--:: · 

- m2 sin <pzs1Xcp1 + mz sin <pziJSz + mz cos <pzsziJcpz + mz cos( <pz - 'P1)818z-

_ m2s2 sin( 'P2 - 1?1JS1 P2 + m2 sin(\?2 - I?I)s, PI 82 + (m, + m2)s, cos \?1 P1Y1 + 
m2 cos(\?2- I?I)s,s2PIP2· 

Let us n·ow calculate the generalized forces of active forces. For this aim we will write the 
expression of the potential energy and the dissipative function. 

The potential energy of the considered system is of the form: 

where ex, Cy are the spring coefficients; Xc, Yc - the coordinates of the jciint of the spring to the 
vibrating platform. 

The dissipative function will be: 

where bx, by- are the damping coefficients; 
xb, Yb - the coordinates of the joint of the damper to the vibrating platform. 
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It is easy to calculate the generalized forces of active forces. They are: 

Q. = -c,(x- y,e)- b,(x- Ybh 

Qy = -cy(Y + x,e) - by(Y + xbO), 

Q 0 = -c.(x- y,e)y,- b,(x- y.O)y.

- cy(Y + x,O)x,- by(Y- x.&)x., 

Qel = Qez = Qs, = Qs, = Q~, = Q.,, = 0. 

Equations of motion of the considered system in the form (3.1) will be written as follows: 

Mi- moyoB + (m, + mz) cos ;o,.S, .- (m, + mz)s, sin;o,,p, + mz cos sozsz+ 

+ mz sin pzszlj?z - 2(mr + mz) sin lf/1 Srl{;r - (mr + mz)sr cos IPI <Pi - 2mz sin pzSzi(:;z

- mzsz cos pz(j?~ + cx(x- YeO)+ hx(±- YbO) = m 0 ew2 coswt + Rx. 

Mii+ moxoB + (m,+mz)sin;o,s, + (m1 +mz)s,cos;o1 ,P1 +m2 sin;ozs2 + 

+ mzsz cos ipzrf>z + Z(mr + mz) cos PI .Sr <Pr - (mr + mz)sr :sin Pr <Pi + 2mz cos <pzSz<Pz

- mzsz sin soz<P~ + cy(Y- x,e) + by(Y- xbO) = moew2 sinwt + Ry, 

-moyox + moxoii + (Jo + me2 )0. = moew2 (x0 sinwt- y0 cos wt) + Re, 

J,e·, = Re,: JzBz = Rez; 

(m, + mz) cos ;o1 i + (m1 + m2 ) sin ;o1y + (m, + m2 )s1 + m2 cos(so2 - \Ol)sz

- (m, + mz)s, <P{ - mzsz sin( 102 - ;o,)<Pz + (m, + mz) cos \01YP1-

- mzsz cos(soz- 101)1i>~- 2mz sin(soz- ;o,)li>zsz = R,,. 

!noJ cos ;:>2 i + m2 sin ;o2 y + m2 cos(so2 - ;o,).S1 + m 2 sin( ;o2 - so,)s1 ,P1 + 

+ 2mz sin(soz- ;o,)s,li>,- mz cos(soz- ;o,)s,~i>i- mzsz~i>~ = Rsz, 

- (m, + mz)s, sin 101i + (m, + m2 )s, cos 101ii + (m, + mz)si<f>, + 

+ mz sin(soz- ;o,)s,.Sz + 2(m, + mz)s,s,.p, + mzs1sz cos(soz- sod<Pz+ 

+ 2mz cos(soz- ;o,)s,szli>z- mzsz sin(soz- ;o,)s,p~ = R.,,, 

- mz sin <pzX. + mzsz cos cpzii- mzsz sin( <pz - Pr).Sr + mz cos(~lz - Pr)sr SzPr + 
+ mzs~Pz + 2mzsz cos(pz- pi)SrPr- mz sin(<p2- cpr)srsz<Pi + 2mzszBzPz = R'Pz, 

where: M = mo + mr + mz + m. 
The written e·quations will describe the motion of the considered system if the generalized 

forces of reaction forces are determined. 
However, the last quantities will be calculated when the shape of constraints between the parts 

of the system is described. In the other words, it is necessary to simulate the connections between 
parts of the system in moving process, example, if the parts of the system doesn't make the contact 
of each other all constraint reactions are equal to zero. Due to the aim of crush technology the 
parts of the system must make the contact of each other. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The contact of the parts in crush process can be to realize in different ways. For describing 
the contact conditions we can notice two of following situations: 

1. The crush process.- In such a case the parts of the system (the pestle, the motar and the 
crush materials) roll nosliding one another (the case of bilateral constraints). 

2. The collision process. In this process the parts of the system will collide each ether. 
In accordance with the occurred processes, the constraints will be described in different ways, 

in which we will solve a problem of usual mechanical motion or the one of impact {the case of 
unilateral constraints). 

The simulation of above mentioned processess will be discussed in the next paper. 
This publication is completed with financial support from the National Basis Research Pro

gram in Nat ural Sciences. 
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MO PHc'>NG DQNG LVC CDA MAY NGHIEN RUNG 
(Ph\in 1) 

Trong bai bio nay tic gii khio sat d9ng h;rc cti.a m<ly nghi'en rung phing, xiy dv:ng mO hlnh 
CO' h9c, phuang trlnh chuy~n d9ng va cac nh~n xet ag mO ph6ng d9ng h;rc cUa.cic qua trlnh nghi~n 
rung: qui trlnh chuygn d$ng ca h9c thOng thuCmg (khi d6 cic li€n ke't Ia lien ke't hai phla) va qua 
trinh va d~p (khi d6 cac lien kgt Iii lien kgt m<?t phia). 
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